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摘  要 
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1996 年，世界上第一款即时通信工具（Instant Messenger，简称 IM）ICQ































































In 1996, the world's first instant messaging (IM) tool—ICQ was published. In the 
next 15 year, the IM tool has developed to be one of the most important Internet 
applications, especially in the social networking field. Meanwhile, China's 
communication industry has rapidly developed into the world's largest mobile 
communications market with more than 800 million users. The combination of IM 
tools and mobile communications is the inevitable result of the mobile social 
networking evolution. Therefore, Mobile IM has become a highlight application 
aggregating a large number of information services. In response to the above situation, 
China Mobile announced in year 2005 a strategic adjustment in its role from a 
"Mobile Communication Service Expert" to "Mobile Information Service Expert", 
then launching Fetion service in 2007 as a sign to enter the mobile Internet field. 
The increasing issuance of 3G licenses in China will bring China Mobile to 
fierce competition with the other two telecommunication carriers in the future. The 
traditional Red Ocean of voice communication market will no longer be attractive. 
Instead, the Blue Ocean of mobile Internet will need to be opened up and that will 
certainly become a top priority in China Mobile's agenda. 
In the meantime, the maturing mobile Internet business environment and the 
rapid growth of the customer needs are attracting a large number of service providers 
to gradually expand their business from traditional desktop Internet to mobile Internet 
field. High-tech Internet enterprises will create great threats to China Mobile from 
now on. How to secure the commanding height of the mobile Internet business with 
IM products is the most important task for China Mobile at the moment. 
Based on the above background, this article reviews the development of 
international and domestic marketing theories, studies the current status of the 
domestic IM market, and provides strategic advice for China Mobile on both the 















The first part describes the background of this thesis and introduces the domestic 
and foreign theories in marketing. 
The second part from Chapter 3 analyzes the macro-environment of the IM 
industry where China Mobile faces serious competition. The analysis draws to the 
conclusion that it’s imperative to develop Fetion business. 
In compliance with 4Cs Marketing Theory, Chapter 4 proposes potential Fetion 
products, operation models and marketing strategies. 
Chapter 5 summarizes the business strategy for Fetion and predicts the future of 
mobile Internet industry featuring IM. 
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